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INTOSAI Community Portal

(www.intosaicomunity.net)

- **Central Repository** of information of KSC and WGs

- Consolidates the website of KSC and eleven working groups.

- **Knowledge Portal** of INTOSAI
Administration of Portal

- Overall Administration/maintenance by **KSC Secretariat**

- **Content Management** of Working Groups pages managed by themselves.

- IDI involved in **Outreach Support**
Features

• Multilingual support – All INTOSAI languages
• In-built Video Conference facility
• Webinars
• Community of Practice
• Library, Blogs, Messages
• Polls/Survey
• Registration Forms
• Exposure Drafts
Auditor Centric Approach

- To cater to needs of **Field Practitioner** of public auditing
- **Knowledge Centre** created to provide access to guidance, compendiums and best practices all around the world
- Working Group pages in Portal maintains **Audit Database**.
- Provision for auditors to **Seek/Provide Answers** on different areas of public auditing
Communities of Practice

• **Closed Group** to enable members to communicate among themselves and to share documents, photos, videos within the group.

• **Library** in CoP keeps **Track of Version Changes** for better management and retrieval of documents.

• **Creation of Tasks** – to monitor the milestones.

• **Messaging** within the CoP.
Communities of Practice

- Two categories of users: Manager and Members
  - **Manager**
    - Add/delete members, documents, videos/photos/News/Events
    - Create different discussion threads for members to interact
    - Create Tasks
    - Monitor level of participation of members of the group
  - **Members**
    - Add documents, post videos, photos
    - Post Messages within CoP.
Activities one can participate

**Any Person** belonging to a SAI/INTOSAI can register.

**FAQs** posted in Portal for Guidance

**Registered person** can

- Participate in Community of Practice
- Post and comment on Exposure Drafts
- Create/Participate a survey or poll or Q&A
- Host VC and Webinars
- Contribute to Library and Knowledge Centre
- Write and comment on a blog
- Create a registration form for an event
- Add photos/videos, blogs.
- Add event to the calendar
Way Forward for the Portal

• Develop **Mobile App** for CoP
• Wider dissemination of features of Portal
• Improve search functionalities
• Extend to **Social Media** presence
• Put in place a mechanism for robust **Content Management and Active Engagement** with visitors.
• Portal to be in line with proposed **Style Guide** on presentation of information and use of INTOSAI brand and logo
Areas of cooperation

• Support of Regions in Promotion of portal as central repository of information.
• Use of INTOSAI Community Portal for better synergies
• Use Portal for Region’s Activities – Separate Page and CoP
• Use Portal as a bridge for region-to-region knowledge sharing
• Contribute Content to the Knowledge Centre including the Library
• Assistance in Translation work
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